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It does not extend to 
arbitrary high energies

It lacks an explanation 
for observed 
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Quadratic Gravity
Stelle, 1977
Fradkin & Tseytlin, 1981
Avramidi and Barvinsky, 1985



  

We abandon Lorentz 
invariance at high energies
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pathologies

Only a finite number of 
interactions is required

No ghosts
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There is a privileged time direction (thus, Lorentz breaking)

The dynamical content is described in terms of ADM

It propagates a TT graviton and an extra scalar mode
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Hořava Gravity

There is a privileged time direction (thus, Lorentz breaking)

The dynamical content is described in terms of ADM

It propagates a TT graviton and an extra scalar mode

Non-projectable HG

There has been a very 
extensive study of BHs

Barausse, Liberti, Sotiriou

Problems for QFT:
Global constraint

Instantaneous interaction

Projectable HG

Gauge-fix away the lapse

Avoids the pathologies

QFT well-defined
Bavinsky, Blas, H-V, Sibiryakov, Steinwachs 



  

There is a fixed point

But undergoes 
strong coupling 
now in the IR
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There is a fixed point

But undergoes 
strong coupling 
now in the IR

Phenomenology seems to be doomed
The theory flows in the IR to something which might 
not be General Relativity.

Projectable HG is then just a toy model.

Figure from 1706.06809
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QCD

Strong coupling
Confinement
“Transmutation” of dof



  

What if?

The strong coupling only appears in 
self-interactions of the scalar mode

Mukohyama (2009)

Gravity mediated interactions of matter always weak

Graviton interactions always weak

The scalar condenses à la QCD -----> Dark Matter 
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This corresponds to scattering by a conical defect

GR in 2+1 dimensions



  

Which again matches the result of 
GR in 3+1

Note the pole in q^2=0!!
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We find that interactions by the 
scalar mode are always suppressed 
when q->0 with respect to gravity

No vDVZ discontinuity
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Conclusions

Hořava Gravity is a proposal for a UV completion of GR

PHG is a bona fide quantum field theory of gravity

Phenomenology seems problematic but
Strong coupling only in the scalar sector
Matter-gravity sector is always weakly coupled
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  THANK YOU
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